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Abstract
This paper considers a continuous-time dynamic mixed market model of labor investment decisions of a domestic public firm and a foreign private firm. The paper studies the optimal levels of preemptive investment
for the long-run structure of the international mixed market. It is then demonstrated that there are no perfect
equilibria in which neither firm invests to its steady-state reaction curve.
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1. Introduction
Following the pioneering work of Merrill and Schneider
[1], the analysis of mixed market models that incorporate
welfare-maximizing public firms has received significant
attention in recent years and has been widely studied by
many economists, such as [2-19].1 However, these studies consider mixed markets with domestic private firms
and do not include foreign private firms.
Some studies include foreign firms. For example, Fjell
and Pal [20] extend the analysis to an international context by considering a model where a state-owned public
firm competes with both domestic and foreign private
firms and examine the effects of entry by an additional
private firm. Pal and White [21] examine the effects of
privatization on strategic trade policy by incorporating
strategic trade policy instruments in an international
mixed model where a state-owned public firm competes
with both domestic and foreign private firms. Fjell and
Heywood [22] consider a mixed oligopoly in which a public Stackelberg leader competes with both domestic and
foreign private firms. Matsumura [23] examines a Stackelberg mixed duopoly where a public firm competes against a foreign private firm. Furthermore, Fernández-Ruiz
[24] studies firm’ decisions to hire managers when a public firm with social welfare objectives competes against
1

Bös [15,16], Vickers and Yarrow [17], Cremer, Marchand, and Thisse
[18], and Nett [19] provide excellent surveys.
2
In the tobacco industries of France, Italy, Russia, Spain, Austria, Turkey, China, Japan, etc., we can find real-world examples in which
state-owned public firms compete or competed against foreign private
firms such as Philip Morris and R. J. Reynolds.
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a foreign private firm with profit objectives.
As is well known, international mixed oligopolies are
common in developed and developing countries as well
as in former communist countries. Public firms compete
against foreign private firms in many industries, such as
banking, life insurance, automobiles, airlines, steel, shipbuilding, and tobacco.2
Therefore, we examine a continuous-time dynamic
model of the strategic investment decisions of a domestic
welfare-maximizing public firm and a foreign profit-maximizing private firm. The possibility of firms using excess capacity to strategic investment was studied by [25-27],
and was also extended in two-stage models by [28-34].
Furthermore, Spence [35] examines the strategic investment decisions of profit-maximizing private firms in a
new industry or market by using a continuous-time asymmetric dynamic model. In Spence’s model, there exist
the leading and the following firms. He shows that the
equilibrium is for the leading firm to invest as quickly as
possible to some capital level and then stop. Fudenberg
and Tirole [36] establish the existence of a set of perfect
equilibria by using Spence’s dynamic model and suggest
that the steady state of the game is usually on neither
firm’s steady-state reaction curve; that is, there are
early-stopping equilibria where neither firm invests to its
steady-state reaction curve. Ohnishi [11] studies the perfect equilibria of a continuous-time mixed market model of
the strategic investment decisions of welfare-maximizing
public and profit-maximizing private firms and shows that
the equilibrium outcomes of the mixed market model
differ from those of Fudenberg and Tirole’s private marTI
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ket model; that is, there are no early-stopping equilibria
where neither firm invests to its steady-state reaction
curve.
All these studies focus on capital as strategic investment. On the other hand, we focus on labor; that is, we
use lifetime employment contracts as strategic investment.3
The purpose of this study is to construct a set of perfect equilibria of a continuous-time dynamic model in
which a domestic welfare-maximizing public firm and a
foreign profit-maximizing private firm compete for labor
investment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the elements of the continuous-time model are
formulated. Section 3 characterizes the equilibrium outcomes of the continuous-time model. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

Let us consider an international mixed market with one
domestic welfare-maximizing public firm (firm D) and
one foreign profit-maximizing firm (firm F). In the remainder of this paper, when i and j are used to refer
to firms in an expression, they should be understand to
refer to D and F with i  j . Time t is continuous, and
the horizon is infinite. At each time, it is possible that
each firm employs employees and legally enters into a
lifetime employment contract with all of the employees.4
Firm i ’s net profit at time t is given by
(1)

where li is firm i ’s current labor stock, namely the
current number of employees in firm i , p( L) is price
as a function of labor stock ( L  lD  lF ) , ci is firm
i ’s cost per employee, and ai is firm i ’s labor investment at time t . We assume that cD  cF .5 We also
assume that p '  0 and p "  0 . That is, this function
is strictly concave. An increase in employment reduces
the price through an increase in output.
Labor stocks cannot decrease, and each firm has a
constant upper bound on the amount of its labor invest3

For details see Ohnishi [37, 38].
Spence [35] and Fudenberg and Tirole [36] focus on capital as strategic investment, while we focus on labor investment.
5
The assumption concerning the inefficiency of public sectors is often
used in literature studying mixed markets. See, for instance, George
and La Manna [4], Mujumdar and Pal [7], Pal [8], Ohnishi [11], Cremer, Marchand, and Thisse [18], Nett [19], Matsumura [23], and
Fernández-Ruiz [24]. If firm D is more efficient than firm F, then firm
D will try to maximize social welfare by supplying monopolistically
in the market. In this paper, this behavior of firm D brings the same
result as the pure market model. This assumption is made to avoid
such a trivial solution.
4
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L

W (lD , lF , aD )  0 p( x)dx  cD lD  aD  plF

(2)

Each firm’s net present value of profits is


 i    i (li (t ), l j (t ), ai (t ))e  rt dt
0

(3)

where r is the common discount rate. This is firm F’s
objective function.
Firm D maximizes the net present value of domestic
social welfare, given by

2. The Model

 i (li , l j , ai )  p( L)li  ci li  ai

ment at every time t ; that is, ai  [0, ai ] . At time zero,
each firm enters the market with li (0)  0 and can start
investing. At each time, each firm employs employees,
legally enters into lifetime employment contracts with
them, and expands its scale. Therefore, there is an upper
bound in the number of employees whom each firm can
employ newly at each time.
Domestic social welfare at time t , which is the sum
of domestic consumer surplus at time t and firm D’s
net profit at time t , is given by



V  0 W (lD (t ), lF (t ), aD (t ))e rt dt

(4)

 F is not included in V because firm F is a foreign
competitor. Therefore, it is thought that firm D behaves
more aggressively toward firm F.
If r is high, then future values have a lower weight
compared to the situation with a lower r . If r tends to
zero, then firm D maximizes time-average social welfare,
and firm F maximizes its time-average profit. Since the
arguments in favor of the equilibrium outcomes of the
discounting case are the same as in the no-discounting
case, we shall devote our attention to the case in which
firms do not discount their objectives.
We examine the perfect equilibrium outcomes of a
state-space game. The state-space game is a game in
which both the payoffs and the strategies depend on the
history only through the current state. The perfect equilibrium is a strategy combination that induces a Nash
equilibrium for the subgame starting from every possible
initial state in the state space.
Firm i ’s steady-state reaction function Ri (l j ) is de-

fined as the locus of points which give the final optimal
level of li for each final value of l j .
The equilibrium occurs where each firm maximizes its
objective with respect to its own labor level, given the
labor level of its rival. Firm D’s steady-state reaction
function is derived as follows. Firm D aims to maximize
social welfare with respect to lD , given lF . The equilibrium must satisfy the following conditions. The firstorder condition for firm D is
p  cD  p ' lF  0 ,

(5)

and the second-order condition for firm D is
TI
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p ' p " lF  0 .

(6)

Furthermore, we have
RD '(lF ) 

p " lF
.
p ' p " lF

(7)

Since p "  0 , RD (lF ) is upward sloping. This means that firm D responds to more aggressive play with
more aggressive play.
Next, we derive firm F’s steady-state reaction function.
Firm F aims to maximize its profit with respect to lF ,
given lD . The equilibrium must satisfy the following
conditions. The first-order condition for firm F is
p ' lF  p  cF  0

(8)

and the second-order condition for firm F is
2 p ' p '' lF  0 .

(9)

Furthermore, we have
RF '(lD )  

p ' p " lF
.
2 p ' p " lF

(10)

Since p '  0 and p "  0 , RF (lD ) is downward
sloping. This means that firm F’s optimal response to
more aggressive play by firm D is to be less aggressive.
We assume that RD (lF ) and RF (lD ) have a unique
intersection which will be the Nash equilibrium of the
state-space game.

3. Equilibrium Outcomes
In this section, we analyze the perfect equilibrium outcomes of the continuous-time model. First, we consider
the case shown in Figure 1, where Ri represents firm
i ’s steady-state reaction curve. The figures in this paper
lF

RD

B

C

N
lFA

A
RF
0

lDA

Figure 1. This investment path is ABC.
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are drawn with straight lines for simplicity. Spence [35]
and Fudenberg and Tirole [36] define the industrial
growth path (IGP) as a locus on which each firm invests
as quickly as possible. Firms are willing to invest as
quickly as possible if there are only profit-maximizing
firms in a market and the reaction curves are downward
sloping. However, in this paper, we examine the case of
a mixed market. As understood from this figure, social
welfare increases as firm F increases its investment. Firm
D hopes that firm F will invest more. Hence, firm D does
not have the incentive to invest as early as firm F does.
Therefore, we will not introduce the IGP.
We discuss each firm’s actual investment paths by using Figure 1. Let A be each firm’s initial labor stock.
That is, each firm has an exogenously given labor stock,
li (0)  0 . Each firm can start investing at time zero.
Each firm can employ new employees, given the constraints. Social welfare increases as firm F increases its
investment, and therefore firm D hopes that firm F will
invest more. Firm D will not have an incentive to invest
as early as firm F does. Each firm continues to invest,
given the constraints. If firm F continue to invest, then
the industry continues to grow along AB , and each firm
will stop investing at a point where it find optimal.
The industry continues to grow along AB , and
reaches B on RF . At B , if firm F continues to invest
further, then its profit decreases. Hence, firm F invests
up to B and then stops. However, social welfare increases if firm D invests whether firm F invests or not.
Therefore, firm D continues to invest, given the constraints. If firm D continue to invest, then the industry
continues to grow along BC , and firm D will stop investing at a point where it find optimal. The industry
continues to grow along BC , and reaches C on RD .
If firm D continues to invest further, then social welfare
decreases. Hence, firm D invests up to C and then
stops. Neither firm will have an incentive to invest at C .
This investment path becomes ABC in the figure.
Firm F’s profit decreases as the industry grows along
BC . Therefore, firm F may try to stop firm D’s investment before the investment path reaches C . Even
though firm F invests further, the best firm D can do is to
invest to RD . Since this profit of firm F is lower than its
profit at C , this behavior of firm F is not a credible
threat.
Second, we consider the case shown in Figure 2. Firm
D has an exogenously given labor stock, lD (0)  0 ,
while firm F has no labor, lF (0)  0 . In this case, firm
D’s initial labor stock level is equal to or larger than firm
D’s labor stock level associated with the intersection N
of both reaction curves. Since labor stocks cannot decrease, the equilibrium will never occur at any point to
the left of N . Firm F can increase its own profit and
TI
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social welfare by investing, and therefore it will invest.
Firm D hopes that firm F will invest more. On the other
hand, since firm D decreases social welfare by investing,
the best it can do is not to invest. Therefore, firm F unilaterally continues to invest, given the constraints. The
industry continues to grow along AE and reaches E
on RF . At E , if firm F continues to invest further, then
its profit decreases. Hence, firm F invests up to E and
then stops. Neither firm will have an incentive to invest
at E . This investment path is AE .
Social welfare increases as firm F increases its investment, and thus an incentive by which firm F’s investment is stopped before the investment path reaches
E does not happen to firm D.
Third, we consider the case depicted in Figure 3. In
this case, each firm has an exogenously given labor stock,
li (0)  0 . Each firm can start investing at time zero.
Since firm D can increases social welfare by investing,
the best it can do is to invest. On the other hand, firm D
decrease its own profit by investing, and therefore it will
not invest. Firm D unilaterally continues to invest, given
the constraints. The industry continues to grow along
AG and reaches G on RD . At G , if firm D continues to invest further, then social welfare decreases.
Hence, firm D invests up to G and then stops. Since
firm F decreases its own profit by investing, the best it
can do is not to invest. Neither firm will have an incentive to invest at E . This investment path is AG .
From above discussions, we can see that there are no
early-stopping equilibria in the international mixed market model. The main result of this study is described by
the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Call T –for terminal surface–the line
formed by the intersection of the reaction curves, RD to
the northeast of the intersection of the reaction curves,
and RF to the southeast of the intersection of the reaction curves. T is depicted in Figure 4. One can construct perfect equilibrium strategies such that the equilibrium path stops on T .
Proof. We divide the state space into three regions as
depicted in Figure 4: Region I is the set below RF ; Region II is the set not below RF and above RD ; and
Region III is the set not below RF and not above RD .
First, we show each firm’s strategy in Region I. Since
 F (lD , lF , aF ) is assumed to be concave in lF , firm F
lF
RD
G

A

lFA

N

RF
0

lD

lDA

Figure 3. Firm F unilaterally continues investing from A to G.
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Figure 2. Firm D unilaterally continues investing from A to E.
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wishes to be as close to its reaction curve as possible.
Therefore, the best firm F can do is to invest whether
firm D invests or not. Both social welfare and firm F’s
profit increase as firm F increases its investment. Therefore, firm F continues to invest, and firm D does not have
an incentive to stop firm F from investing. In Region I,
since at least firm F continues to invest, the state will
reach from Region I to either Region II or Region III.
Second, we show each firm’s strategy in Region II.
Since  F (lD , lF , aF ) is assumed to be concave in lF ,
firm F wishes to be as close to its reaction curve as possible. Firm F’s profit decreases if firm F invests whether
firm D invests or not. Hence, firm F, which maximizes
its own profit, never invests in this region. Firm D
wishes to be as close to its reaction curve as possible.
Therefore, the best firm D can do is to invest. Firm D
will invest up to a point on its reaction curve. In Region
II, since firm D unilaterally continues to invest, the state
will reach from Region II to Region III.
Third, we show each firm’s strategy in Region III.
Each firm wishes to be as close to its own reaction curve
as possible. If only firm F or both firms continue to invest, then firm F’s profit will decrease. Hence, firm F
does not invest. If only firm D continues to invest, then
social welfare will decrease, and therefore firm D does
not invest either. Each firm’s best response to the other
firm’s strategy at any point of this region is not to invest.
Consequently, each firm’s optimization problem at any
point in this region, given the other firm’s strategy, induces a Nash strategy at any point of this region. Thus,
the strategies are in perfect equilibrium, and the result
follows. Q.E.D.

4. Conclusions
We have examined continuous-time dynamic competition of labor investment decisions of a domestic welfare-maximizing public firm and a foreign profit-maximizing private firm. Fudenberg and Tirole [36] examine
continuous-time dynamic competition of capital investment decisions of private firms and show that there are
early-stopping equilibria in which neither firm invests up
to its steady-state reaction curve. On the other hand, we
have demonstrated that there are no equilibria in which
neither firm invests up to its steady-state reaction curve.
There are many studies dealing with mixed markets that
incorporate welfare-maximizing public firms. We will
pursue further research on these studies in the future.
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